Princeton grad cleared in Palestra case

But the man's friend is now suspected of throwing a firecracker at last year's Penn-Princeton game.

By Emily Bliss

Michael Meehan, a University junior, was cleared of all charges in Thursday's trial by a University judge. Meehan had been charged with throwing a firecracker at last year's Penn-Princeton football game.

The trial was held in the Surdna Hall of the University of Pennsylvania's Law School. Meehan's attorney, Assistant District Attorney Jan Mc- Dornan, argued that Meehan had no evidence to suggest that he had been involved in the incident.

Meehan, who had been out of town during the game, testified that he had no knowledge of the incident and that he had not thrown a firecracker. The jury found him not guilty of all charges.

The incident occurred during the game on Oct. 1, 2000, when a firecracker was thrown onto the field during the fourth quarter of the game. The device exploded, causing a temporary halt to the game.
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Senior class gears up for Manayunk outing

Get ready to shop, dine and party all day and night tomorrow at the second annual Senior Class Board Manayunk Spook. The event occurs at 7 p.m. at several bars and restaurants in the Manayunk section of the city, including Crazy Grapes, Great George’s and the R&B.

Former UPPD chief gets job in Trenton

George Cling, a former top official in Penn's Division of Public Safety, was named the deputy public safety director for the city of Trenton, N.J., last week.

Rehearsed at his new office yesterday, Cling confirmed the appointment but declined to comment further.

Cling left Penn in June, after a long stint with the police force, when his position was eliminated during what officials said was department reorganization.

He served a two-year stint as the chief of the University Police, a tenure that was marked by poly being involved the handling of a hazing incident outside the Canteen, a bar run by Penn students.

Cling told both officers, an outside arbitrator eventually ordered the university to pay at least one of the officers with back pay and legal benefits.

In 1998, he became the department's administrative director and oversaw the Training and Services Maureen Rush.

According to a report in the Trenton Times, Cling's new job is mostly an administrative one. He will assume many duties now held by the police and fire department chiefs, enabling them to spend more time running their respective department operations.

— Ben Golden

Pennsylvania State University would like to inform the public that it has received.

PALESTRA still unclear

PALESTRA from page 1

to host the game shortly after Drexel made its decision.

The shootings rocked both Penn and Drexel, and the university students reacted in their own way through the courts.

On March 1, police filed an arrest warrant for Kyle McLemore, 21, of South Philadelphia Green Pa-

The Philadelphia City Council debates The Los Angeles Gun Quarters Project Tuesday, February 24, 1998 at 8:00 p.m.

The Church of the Holy Trinity and St. Stephen's Episcopal Church, Philadelphia, PA.

We're Back in New Form

PSSO - CALIFORNIA - PIZZA - ICE CREAM

STEAKS + HOGGIES + BEER + FESTO PIZZA + WHITE PIZZA WITH SPRING OR BROCCOLI + BAKED ZITI + CAESAR SALAD • MUCH MORE

Now Featuring The Largest Pizza On Campus!

Two 14 inch Pizza $10.99 plus tax Spaghetti or Ziti with Meatballs or Sausage and Salad (choice of dressing) and Bread $6.39 plus tax Baked Ziti, Salad (choice of dressing) and Bread $6.39 plus tax

11 a.m. - 12 am Everyday 7 Days a Week

3942 Spruce Street 215-661-5151

PITA

EARN EXTRA CASH

Ivy Laboratories conducts skin tests with consumer products such as bath soaps and oils, cosmetics and sunscreen products. We conduct studies year round.

COMPENSATION PROVIDED TO QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS.

This is a good opportunity to supplement your income!

FOR INFORMATION, STOP IN OR CALL: 215-387-8400

Ivy Laboratories is located at the corner of 34th and Market streets, in the University City Science Center, 3401 Market Street, second floor, Suite 226

www.kgi-inc.com

marjiane@belllantic.com

COMMENTS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

If you have a comment or question about the Daily Pennsylvanian, please write to them at:

Dr. Harold E. Honig
Dean of the College
The University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104

EN Martin
Assistant to the Dean

Your message will be considered for possible publication in The Daily Pennsylvanian.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is an independent, student-written and student-managed newspaper published by the Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc., a student-owned and student-managed corporation.

The Executive Board of The Daily Pennsylvanian consists of the editors-in-chief, news editor, editorial page editor, sports editor and business manager. No other person or group may appoint members or become a member of the Board.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is published Monday through Friday except for holidays. The newspaper is published free of charge by student employees of the University of Pennsylvania campus.

All information received will remain confidential.

Office and Mailing Address

c/o Dr. Harold E. Honig
214 South 33rd Street
The University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Telephone: 215-898-4301

Facsimile: 215-898-8979

E-mail: henhig@upenn.edu

The Daily Pennsylvanian is a weekly student newspaper. The newspaper is published free of charge by student employees of the University of Pennsylvania campus.

Copyright © 1996 The Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc.
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The memorial service held Wednesday for noted criminology Professor Marvin Wolfgang remembers noted professor. Wolfgang, 82, was remembered for his national reputation to the thankless "job" of prison reform.

Wolfgang was interested in social issues relevant to both the United States and the world, according to the speakers.

"His research dealing with Chinese American reformatory in Oakland, California, provided him with evidence that influenced public policy around the world," says Dr. Stanford, who became a reformatory and political scientist with which Wolfgang worked closely.

"Wolfgang has been heard in the U.S. Supreme Court in deportation and "no deportation" cases," says Dr. Stanford, who became a reformatory and political scientist with which Wolfgang worked closely.

According to Lynn Curtis, president of the Pennsylvania State University, Wolfgang was his most important contribution to the law, according to organizers.

Richard Lambert, a member of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, notes that a memorial service held at a fraternity house he was cleaning also received two Guggenheim Fellowships and a Fulbright Prize.

"We're here to honor the memory of a great man," said Mr. Lambert, a professional but as a friend of the University of Pennsylvania, his two daughters and two grandchildren.

Wolfgang's daughter Nina, who attended the memorial, said: "Everyone said something that came from the heart, speaking not only as a professional but as a friend."
Restaurant School allows aspiring chefs to shine

In the Restaurant School, students have the opportunity to shine as they learn the skills and techniques necessary to succeed in the competitive world of culinary arts. The school offers a variety of courses and programs designed to equip students with the knowledge and skills needed to pursue careers in the restaurant and hospitality industry.

The Restaurant School is located on Spruce Street, in the heart of Philadelphia's vibrant dining scene. It offers a range of programs, including associate's degrees and certificates in culinary arts and hospitality management. Students have the opportunity to work with experienced chefs and industry professionals, gaining hands-on experience in a variety of settings.

The school is known for its small class sizes, allowing for personalized instruction and mentorship. Students have the chance to develop their culinary skills, learn about menu planning and management, and gain an understanding of the business side of the restaurant industry.

To learn more about the Restaurant School and its programs, you can contact them at 215-569-9585 or visit their website. They also offer open house events where interested students can tour the school and learn more about the programs they offer.

For more information, please visit the Restaurant School's website or contact them directly.
Friends mark activist's death

By Sabrina Gleizer

About 40 mourners gathered in a clearing, pets, speak-
derers and dancers marked the second anniversary of the death of the Princeton peace activist with a "Festival of Transformation" to support peace and hope.

The event in memory of Kathy Change was held in front of the peace

sign sculpture by the Van Pelt Library, the site where she poured

gasoline over her body and lit her

self on fire on October 22, 1996.

Friends mark activist's death


Change was formed to ensure her beliefs

were publicized because "at the University (students) are here to learn new things and new ideas," said "Friends of Change" member Charles Sherrause, 39, of Philadelphia.

"A very significant event happened

here. The University seems to just

publicize her movement because "at
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Page looking forward to Homecoming

The student-led plan for expanding the annual Homecoming test will provide fest for Penn undergrads.

It's another busy year to party. Thanks to the efforts of our mercurous Penn students, the Homecoming fest will spread over a full week-end this year. Not only does the expansion of Homecoming events surrounding the Saturday night game against Yale give students a chance to put on a great show, but it also opens up to undergraduates a weekend that historically catered to alumni. Students have organized a great deal of work finding a wide variety of events throughout campus that are bound to draw student interest, as free food and games usually do.

In particular, the idea of bringing back the pancake breakfast as a non-alcoholic campus event is a smart one. We can only hope that the students know how to cook pancakes so they can be prepared and more students than those of us at Spring Fling, when students devoured the entire breakfast in a matter of minutes.

The carnival is also a wise change for events that should get students involved in the homecoming festivities. In addition, the debut of the new student center in the former Phi Sigma Kappa house on Locust Walk is a perfect addition to Homecoming, as the building will be used to host student activities for the time being.

We're pleased that the students — including the Social Planning and Events Committee and the Tangible Change Committee — who took the initiative to put together the extended weekend plans.

For Homecoming to work, and for the idea to carry into future years, the rest of campus has to take advantage of the free food and fun. The idea of the entire campus coming out and eating your fill at the pancake breakfast. And don't forget to find the Quakers.

Lindsay Faber

Respecting Penn Hoops fans

To the Editor:

Bill Birtcher was named the new Alumni Athletics director, coordinator of marketing and promotions only three months after he had already been on the job for a year. The change has been felt being felt in a large way. This impact, though, is one of negative connotation. Many people are concerned about the new director, as free food and games that historically cater to alumni. Although he is likely to do well, there seems to be a certain level of suspicion among the student body towards the new director.

When Birtcher starts rewriting the rules of the game, he begins to see those three early enough to tell the Penn "Phanatic" what to expect. This is something that brings back many memories of younger days.

When Birtcher starts rewriting the truth, the pressure grows and begins to affect those who have never heard of think of the game in terms different from the idea of the "Phanatic." And when Birtcher starts rewriting the truth, the pressure grows and begins to affect those who have never heard of the situations. The pressure grows and begins to affect those who have never heard of the situations.

I am aware that Birtcher will not defend the truth, that Birtcher will not defend the truth, that Birtcher will not defend the truth.

Birtcher's goal is to make the truth his own, to make the truth his own, and to make the truth his own.

I am aware that Birtcher will not defend the truth, that Birtcher will not defend the truth, that Birtcher will not defend the truth.

Michael Perez

Playing Politics, New York style
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I worked in Brooklyn last summer and read the newspaper on the train once a day as I made my way to Brooklyn, where I was involved in many of the local events. As I read the New York Times, I found myself thinking about the life of a political journalist.

The job is tough, the job is tough, and the job is tough. The job is tough, the job is tough, and the job is tough.
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**Microsoft brings up e-mail in defense**

The message may show executives are using an e-mail by the co-founder and board chairperson of Netscape.

**Philadelphia liquor board gets grant to counter drinking**

The Consumer Product Safety Commission said the flawed electrical systems have caused $300,000 in property damage to 22 homes and garlic officials expected it to go higher as long as the pipeline was leaking.

The German Democratic Women’s Studies Program, the Women’s Studies Program at Stockholm University, Director of the Swedish Program at Stockholm University, and further reduce youth access and consumption.
JOIN THE LINE TODAY AT 9:00 A.M. AT THE PALESTRA

South Asia Regional Studies Department
University of Pennsylvania
And
Ragini Music Circle of Greater Philadelphia
Proudly Present in Concert

Aftaab-e-Sitar Ustad Vilayat Khan
Accompanied by Hidayat Khan on Sitar
And the Genius of Percussion
Ustad Zakir Hussain on Tabla

Saturday, October 24, 1998
At 5:30 PM
Harrison Auditorium - Univ. of Pennsylvania Museum
Tickets: $75, $50, $35, $25 (Sold Out)
Call 888-7475 for information and tickets

By Jesse Spector
Crowning the biggest event of any season is always intense and at South Street. And that's for good reason. Today, Harrison Auditorium, 3611 Locust Walk, is the stage for the annual Ragini Music Circle of Greater Philadelphia concert. Ragini is the music of the Ganges River in India, and this year's concert, according to curator M. Mohan, is dedicated to the music of Ustad Vilayat Khan, the great Sitar virtuoso.

The Ragini Music Circle of Greater Philadelphia has been traditionally1

Win for F. Hockey would help title hopes

Back on the women's side, omi- nose competi hoes com in the form of Navy and Michigan. Navy crushed the Red and Blue at the Navy Day Regatta, but the Quakers still have the championship team. The championship team is...

Distinguished Teaching

Will be accepted through December 1, 1998
Office of the Vice Provost for University Life
3611 Locust Walk

For additional information call
Terry Conn 898-6081
**W. Soccer searching for first league win**

By Andrew McLaughlin

The Penn women's soccer team is following a trend -- winning the non-conference games handily, but coming up just short in league play.

**FOOTBALL from page 12**

**FOOTBALL**

By Zac Costello

The Quakers junior striker Andrea Callaghan will need to find the back of the net if the Quakers hope to keep lowly Brown 'D' on the field.

"If statistics could win the games, then the Quakers would surely come out on top," added Finn, who threw the ball for almost the entire game, a fact that the Bears have been known to exploit. "I don't think I'll be throwing any passes, but in that kind of game you have to be prepared for anything."

"I think we'll be fine, it may take us a little longer to get used to the system," said captain Neil Hatiancila said. "We've only beaten Navy four times in the last three years, so we have to prove ourselves."

"We've been putting in a lot of defense, but we need to be able to score more goals, and that's the kind of Loyola team that we're trying to be," said senior striker Kavan Anderson, who handles all inquiries for the Bears returning from last year. "We're more prepared than they went into last year's game against us."
Jordans will play with Johnson in '99

LOS ANGELES — Davey Johnson, who has spent most of his time in baseball as a manager or coach, will take charge of the Dodgers in 1999, the team announced Monday.

Johnson has been an assistant at Duke the past two seasons and will replace Jimy Williams, who is taking over as manager of the Los Angeles Angels.

Johnson, 59, was a first baseman for the Dodgers in 1967 and 1968 and won a World Series ring with Los Angeles in 1965. He also managed the Mets from 1977-79 and was the White Sox manager from 1984-86.

"Davidy has an impressive resume as both a player and a manager," Dodgers owner Peter O'Malley said in a statement.

Johnson will be introduced at a news conference Monday afternoon in Dodger Stadium.

First loss for Flyers

PHILADELPHIA — A little extra attention was a long way to Philadelphia Flyers goalie Ron Hextall.

Johnson’s wild game, the first of his five-year contract, was a long way from the stuff a goalie wants to hear.
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Stickers travel to Brown

Field Hockey should beat Brown, keeping its Ivy title hopes alive.

By Emily Foste

Three wins. One. And the Ivy League championship is mine.

Well back up a few steps to number three and that is where you’d find the Penn field hockey team. At least tomorrow on Brown University’s turf. Penn (6-4 overall, 1-1 Ivy) will play the first of its last three Ivy League contests. Brown (6-5 overall) before facing Princeton (3-3 Ivy) on Tuesday and Harvard (Princeton, 2-3 Ivy) on Wednesday. Cross. (2.2) will be one of the three determining factors which could bring

Field Hockey at Brown SATURDAY - Noon

the Quakers a championship title. Although Brown has committed to win the league. But with Whitten out and Blue in the past, the Bears will pass only one skirmish for the Quakers as opposed to the battles Penn will have to fight against its remaining two Ivy opponents, Yale and Princeton.

"Brown is key for us to win. If we get Brown, then we can get Yale at home which will be a tougher game," said Whitten. "It’s not going to be easy for us to go on the road and win this game."

Penn will receive the Hospitality Suite as it pulled into a second place tie with Yale last weekend. It also means the Bears will have to face the Bears in the last weekend of the season. Ivy League title hopes alive.

The Penn field hockey team will be looking to face Brown (5-5 overall before last weekend) on Wednesday afternoon, at Glauberman Stadium. Brown is key for us to win. If we get Brown, then we can get Yale at home which will be a tougher game," said Whitten. "It’s not going to be easy for us to go on the road and win this game."

Penn will receive the Hospitality Suite as it pulled into a second place tie with Yale last weekend. It also means the Bears will have to face the Bears in the last weekend of the season.

By Brian Hinds

"We basically have to go undefeated in our remaining five games. It’s going to be a challenge for all of us," Quaker senior tri-captain 1.2 0 1). who are ranked No. 3 in New England by The Quakers (2 0. 0 0 Collegiate

...cris Charron (14) and the men’s soccer team

"Obviously you have to keep an eye on Morey, but I Burns I is not

"We have been doing our Magick progression with regularity for an extended period of time. But that didn’t stop Chris Brown, Brown 77 from stealing our stick and making a run on ESPN’s SportsCenter with his Swami feature. "We’ve been doing Magick for at least 15 years," an ESPN communications representative, who chose to remain anonymous because of his trademark, "it’s become one of his trademarks."

"The quotes are real. The quotes are real. They are so real."

SO ARE THE TUBANS.

Brown. Daniel of phoniness, Under no circumstances will we allow Nome’s claim of being a leader. We have no need to admit to requirements. We have no need to admit to requirements. A similar statement would be the case here. We have no need to admit to requirements. We have no need to admit to requirements.

Brown. Daniel of phoniness, Under no circumstances will we allow Nome’s claim of being a leader. We have no need to admit to requirements. We have no need to admit to requirements. A similar statement would be the case here. We have no need to admit to requirements. We have no need to admit to requirements.

Sprint Football looks to run through Brown defense

The Quakers hope to keep the Bears’ top-rated offense on the sidelines tomorrow.
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